1610 – 1650
Outreach and Engagement

OOIFB Community Engagement Needs:

- Subcommittee Members - Sarah Gille, Deb Kelley & Jim O’Donnell
- Met twice via web conference – August & Oct
- The goal the OOI community engagement effort is to increase the science user base for OOI.

Recommendations:

- Host an OOI Community Workshop
- OOIFB should provide suggestions for the OOI Booth at the Ocean Sciences Meeting
- Form an OOIFB Task Force on OOI Community Engagement Needs
OOI Community Workshop

- OOI large community workshops were last held in 2016.

- These were effective in their ability to:
  - Inform science users and potential users about the status of the OOI program
  - Highlight the science that can be achieved using OOI data.
  - Provide tutorials on how to optimally access OOI data.
  - Provide a forum for community networking.
  - Provide opportunities for the OOI program to receive direct feedback from the science user community.
OOI Community Workshop

Recommendation: Host a Community Workshop focused the North East Pacific OOI Arrays.

- **Venue:** University of Washington
- **Date:** Spring 2020
- **Organizers:** OOI RCA, Station Papa, and Endurance PIs, OOIFB, Early Career Scientists
- **Participants:**
  - OOI Science Users and potential Users, including early career scientists.
  - OOI PMO, MIOs, and Data team members
  - Representation from OOIFB